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He created it in four six minute days. Maybe He created it in six seconds.

The Bible -eIeefs- doesn't tell us. c It tells us that there were six stages

=-bB it deee-'4 doesn't tell us how long they are and we read into it somethin

&t that is not there , we are thus making problems for young people who have
their understanding of

the matter of reconciling,4he Bible with their nes4aH4-ofunde standing of the

world inkw1e- which they live. There is no . xc reference. It doesn't say

that Jesus was three days in the tomb, it says three days and three nights.

The Bible nok where suggests or states thatthe earth is flat. I But there were

people in the Middle A s who said that is what the Bible teaches and th en

when people went around the earth and proved that it wasn't flat, . . .the Bible

never has said ...Genesis one and Genesis two. I picke.... the unity of scripture.

And there I wish that I had a half hour to talk about the relation between Genesis

one and Genesis two.

*4

It is chapter two , verse . .. . ard one was ... describes man as having been

created ... ixc1dx instead of in the last day...now that is a statement which

says that Genesis one and 3c Genesis two contradicted...When I was in college

they say Oh, you believe in the creation of the Bible. Which do you believe in,

the story of the first chapter of Genesis or the story of the second chapter.

I believe that there is no contradiction whatever, they fit together perfectly.

Aetua4y-thee4e-fte-eot.tcad4et4e*-whatcver-.--T1e- But you have to study them

a little and see how they fit together. And you can be mislead by 3o3c superficial

interpreta tion,-and which -they can find contradictions where they do not exist.

F. is the .... completeress of revelation. It's so important t1t I would like
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